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2006Year         The investigation of the relationship between literature and propagandaresides mainly in the extent to which literature can be accounted for as a toolcapable of inciting the audience toward a certain change on the social andpolitical levels. Such a consideration is raised as being opposed to otherfunctions accorded to literature as the entertaining or cathartic function.        Recently, a great emphasis has been laid on the inciting function as aresponse to the involvement of the literati in political life as a method todefine their social role. It is with the advent of the twentieth century and theconcurrent  radical changes that the men of letters found themselves from theharsh reality, a situation that demolished their “ivory towers” to bring themdown to earth as the true legislators  of the world”, to use Shelley’s favouritewords.        In no epoch of human history this fact is made more tangible in our own.This is an era of universal wars and an age of great new ideological and socialtheories, which saw the man of letters as a major performer at a certainmoment, place and social milieu, as the great writers are not born in avacuum, bereft of responding and reacting to the superheated issues of theage.        Although this tendency could not stand as a sole viewpoint in reaction towar consequences, there stood some men of letters who found a convenientsolution to the public dilemmas in challenging the prevailing pessimisticfeeling by creating an ideal vision rooted much in the soil of political thought.        The purpose of this thesis is to study how the political scene, especiallywas treated by these writers so as to embrace a world –mage, especially insome British and American dramatic works. This is done by studyingrepresentative playwrights of the 1930s, a rich decade in so far as the literarydiscussions on political on politics are concerned. These writers are W. H.Auden in Britain, and Clifford in America, whose plays of the 1930sconstituted the core of the thesis’ scope
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        The thesis falls into three chapters. The first chapter is introductory as itprovides a panoramic historical survey of the first attempts to politicalpropaganda in literature. The chapter, also, sheds light on the major politicaland intellectual trends of thought throughout the different ages thatcontributed to the framing of the literary undertakings of political thought as asubject matter. It, also, exposes the main reasons that drove the youngergenerations to disillusionment after World War I, a situation that led theauthors to seek solutions in political idealism.        The second chapter deals with the dramatic works of W. H. Auden, withreference to the theme of pursuing a political ideal to identify one’s self with.This part of the study embarks on a critical analysis of Auden’s major plays,those which he employed for his future vision. This creative body of politicalplays includes The Dog Beneath the Skin, The Ascent of F6 and On the Frontier.        The third chapter is devoted to the American writer Clifford Odets. It isconcerned with the way Odets framed his political vision. This chapter aims toanalyse his political idealism with a specific reference to his major plays of thethirties: Awake and Sing, Waiting for Lefty and Till the day I Die.       The finale sums up the main findings with an eye to verify the hypothesisof the thesis, relying on comparisons and contrasts between the authors underscrutiny, in an attempt to come out with a meaningful conclusion to servefurther scholars in the future.


